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Abstract We nd necessary conditions and sucient conditions on weights
u
 and v
 for which the fractional integral operator I

is bounded from the






whenever   q  p  and     n
Actually such a boundedness is characterized for a large class of weights
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x INTRODUCTION
The fractional integral operator I

of order      n acts on locally












Our purpose in this paper is to derive conditions on weight functions u

























for all f  










Since inequalities  have a fundamental role in Analysis in deriving
weighted Poinca r
e and Sobolev inequalities in estimating eigenvalues of some
Schrodinger operators they have been studied extensively by many au
thors for the range p  q Recent papers on this topic can be found in
SaWhZh for the American school in GeGoKo for the Georgian school
and in Ra for the authors contribution Considering  for the range













with q  p
based on a previous work of I Verbitski Ve and E Sawyer SaWhZh was
done by S Zhao Zh In the present work we do not investigate on such a
question since a necessary and sucient condition with general weight func
tions would be useless for practical computations mainly when it is expressed
in term of the operator I

itself and integrations over some set of cubes see
for instance Theorem  p in Zh























































and Q are arbitrary cubes with sides parallel to the coordinates




































































Obviously by the Holder inequality condition  is stronger than 
The interest on the implication    is that the sucient condition
 is not expressed in term of I

 However the reader would be aware of
the diculty in checking  This problem is studied in the remainder of
results in Ra
One of the motivations of our present work is the observation that condition
 is not always applicable due to the high integrability required for the
weights u and v
p































xdx   However for such a weight v see Corollary 
the boundedness  can be held Our second motivation is that a simple
characterization for the twoweight inequality  with   q  p   can
be derived for a large class of weight functions including those of radial and
monotone ones
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with q  p will be stated in Theorem
 These conditions are of two types	 the Hardy conditions and the Muck
enhoupt condition In general they are not together sucient to derive the
above boundedness However in Theorem  we will see that with a slight
strong version of the Muckenhoupt condition then inequality  can be de
rived Consequently a characterization for  for many usual weights will
be found in Proposition  Concrete and explicit examples which cannot be
decided from results in Ra and Zh will be given in Corollary 
Our results stated in x are based on the principle of three parts proof
already used by the author in Ra to tackle the boundedness problem for the
case p  q Two useful basic lemmas are given in x And the proofs of all
results are performed in the last section
x RESULTS
Throughout this paper it is always assumed that



























 are weight functions
We rst give some natural necessary conditions for the boundedness 
to be satised



















































































































Conditions  and  will be often referred as Hardy and Mucken
houpt conditions respectively and 

 is named as the dual condition of
 Both the Hardy conditions and the Muckenhoupt condition would not
be sucient in general to imply the boundedness  as it is the case for
p  q
Our next main result states that this boundedness can be obtained just by
using a sligthly stronger condition than  Precisely








does hold provided that the
Hardy conditions  and 



















































Observe that condition  is stronger than  with N   since for





Ak for all integers k
But  is not too far from the necessary condition  since for a large class






k for some constant c

  and
integer N   which only depends on these weights Precisely an additional
property required for each weight to realize this last inequality is the condition















wzdz for all R  
Here the integer N   and the constant C   depend only on w For
a radial and monotone weight w property  is fullled with N  
and C   only depending on n but not on w There exists also non













 are radial and monotone
a proof is given in Ra









property  is now available from our previous results
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Proposition  Let u v
p









does hold if and only if both the Hardy conditions  

 and the Muck
enhoupt condition  are satised
Note that in this result the integer N   involved in condition  would
depend on properties H but not directly on the weights
We will end with explicit examples showing the gain over results in Ra
and Zh







































if and only if










































Suppose    np













if and only if
iv q



































xdx  for all t   and R 


 Also criteria given in Zh
seem to be dicult to apply for these concrete and explicit examples
x BASIC LEMMAS
First we state a basic Lemma needed for the proofs of Theorem  and
Corollary 
Lemma  Let   a  b and    Then there is a constant c   such



















Identity  can be obtained from the corresponding onedimensional re
sult after using polar coordinates



























for all f  
































Then inequality  is satised for a constant c   which only depends on
n p and q Conversely the Hardy condition  is a necessary condition for
inequality  to hold
A proof of this result was given by P Dr	avel
 H Heinig and A Kufner
DrHeKu see Theorem 
 p
x PROOFS OF RESULTS
Proof of Theorem 
























implies the Hardy inequality
 with wx  jxj
qn
ux Consequently
 condition  arises because
of the second part of Lemma  The Hardy condition  is nothing else
than  due to this choice of w
The implication   

 By a duality argument















 By analogue arguments as used for the
implication   









The implication    Let us x nonnegative integers N 
 M  























































































































for some constants c


 c   which do not depend on the integers N and
M  Indeed with  and 





















 This last inequality














The Muckenhoupt condition  arises from this last estimate by letting
NM  At this point
 the proof of    is now reduced to that
of  and 






      p


 the identity  with h  v
p






































































































































































































































































































































































































 the point is the identity  Indeed
 for each integer k 
fM     Ng






































































































































































 with C a nonnega















jxj By the Hardy condition  which is  with wx 
jxj
nq
ux and by Lemma 














































jyj  jx  yj whenever


































This last Hardy inequality can be also obtained from Lemma  by using a
duality argument Indeed the problem is reduced to inequality  with q

p


















 yields the corresponding condition 





















for all f   For this purpose
















 jyj  
k
g

























whenever z  Cx and x  E
k

By the Holder inequality and this observation













































































Using this last inequality
 the Holder inequality
 the Fubini theorem
 conditions
 and  and nally another Holder inequality



















































































































































































































































































































Proof of Proposition 
For the necessary part
 by Theorem 
 the Hardy conditions  and












 the integer N   involved in condition 





  H see denition and 
For the sucient part
 by Theorem 









hold whenever the Hardy conditions 
 

 and the slight reinforcement

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k for all integers k
Here c   just depends on n
 
 q





  H This last inequality means that the Muck
enhoupt condition  implies the stronger one 
 and consequently the
conclusion arises immediately
Proof of Corollary 









 Then by Theorem 




 and  are satised
If   p
 then the Hardy condition 






















Similarly the Hardy condition  is not satised if n q   And the





























for some xed constant c  
Suciency of conditions i ii and iii In view of Theorem 















To deal with the Hardy condition  the idea is to divide the integral







is required because of the nature of the weights u and v
 and actually each
region is associated to two integrals For example
 corresponding to jxj 















































































































































the use of ii
 iii and   np
The dual Hardy condition 

 can be checked by using the same argu
ments as for  Here the estimates for the two integrals corresponding to
the region jxj 


require the use of  in Lemma  and   nq  	






and    are needed
To check the condition  observe that by the denition of the weights

























for all k   Therefore condition  follows from
assumptions ii and iii
Finally we will now end with the


















with p  q


 q  p









































So using the rst example




 n q  	
   nq




















 if and only if q

 p  
   n  p


















The author is indebted to the referee for valuable comments regarding the
rst version of this paper
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